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A University of New Jersey?
This article is the first in series of student as an individual.
In a series of articles devoted to
By Heidi Errington
the topic of a UNJ The IndepenThere is a recommendation dent will attempt to answer these
being considered that the nine and other pressing questions. Thi s
New Jersey State Colleges (Trenton will also keep the student body inState, William Paterson, Montclair formed as to the development of
State, Glassboro State, Jersey City the proj€ct in general.
State, Ramapo , Stockton State,
As it stands, the Commission on
Edison State and Kean) be brought
the
Future of the State Colleges
together to form a University of
New Jersey (UNJ) . Many questions supports this recommendation
have been raised as to the cost of 100% and gives several reasons
why a UNJ would be a positive
this project and where the funding
will come from ; the Governance/ move, not only for improving the
Board of Trustees· situation; stu- quality of education in our state
dent councils; financial aid; the fu- colleges but the State of New Jerture of Kean and probably most im- sey itself.

4.

portantly what this means to the

Squirettes Basketball Team ...

The Commission feels the most

compelling fact that warrants the
proposed UNJ is the amoun·t of
New Jersey high school graduates
that choose to leave the state to
continue their education. Statistics
show that New Jersey exports more
students than any other state.
Many students overlook the state
colleges and feel they can get a
better education elsewhere. Many
times the student becomes settled
and finds a job and never returns to
the state.
The Commission feels that a
UN) would make the state colleges
prestigious and more appea ling to
students . With a "university in our
backyard " students may choose to

stay in the state for their college
education.
The Commission feels that the
following arguments also give
reason for a unified system: 1) A
UN) would allow centralized and
cooperative planning in purchasing new equipment and meeting
the overall needs of the institution;
2) A smoother and easier transition
would be accessible for students
who move from community col leges to four-year state colleges.
Overall the Commission feels that
a \,)NJ will bring the separate state
colleges together to enhance the
qua I ity of higher education and reduce the amount of students leaving the state.

It should be noted that individual campuses will not go by the
name the University of New Jersey
solely. The individual campuses
will be known as member colleges
and forebear names like the University of New Jersey College at
Trenton or Kean College of the
University of New Jersey.
This is a basic introduction into
the concept of a unified system of
the nine New Jersey State Colleges. The Commission on the Future of State Colleges feels this will
be a positive move both for New
Jersey and for improving educational quality. Next week' s article
will discuss how a UN) will affect
Kean College specifically.
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.Squirettes Basketball Play to a Sell-Out Crowd
By Marta Jaremka
Last weekend, D' Angola Gym
was filled to capacity as eager
spectators gathered to watch the
: Kean College women's basketball
· team compete in the NCAA Div. Ill
Atlantic Regionals.
Enthusiastic Kean supporters
were rewarded with two consecutive Squirette victories: Friday
night against Muskingham 79-69;
and Saturday night against rival

Campus Tom O'Donnell , Kean
faculty members, administrators
and plenty of rowdy students.
Friday, the Squirettes defeated
Muskingham
Ohio,
while
Stockton advanced past Ohio
State. On Saturday the Squirettes
had to face the only team that beat
them in their 25-1 record season,
Stockton, and handed them a 6254defeat.

The

Kean

women

(ranked

Stockton State, 62-54 .

number one in the nation) now ad-

Among the cheering, porn-porn
waving fans were the President of
Kean College Nathan Weiss; Vice
President of Student Services Pat
Ippolito; President of Student Organization Ed Jude, and members
of the Executive Board and Student
Councils. Also attending last
weekend's sporting event were
Building Administrator for the East

vance to the quarter final round
which will take place here, Friday,
March 9th (that's tomorrow) at the
D'Angola Gym, 8:00 p.m. Their
opponent will be Massachusetts,
Salem State. If the Squirettes win
this Friday, they will advance to
the final four teams and will play in
Scranton Pennsylvania the following weekend.

Squirettes show whose #1 after capturing second Atlantic Regional title.

Proposed Referendum for New College Center
By Heidi Errington
What is a referendum? A referendum is a submission of a proposed public measure or actual
statute to a direct popular vote.
Student Organization and the College Center Planning Board are
planning to run such a referendum
inregards to the College Center
(CC) renovation. Careful planning
and good organization are needed
to run a good referendum.

Organization of a Referendum

The first step on the part of a student government, such as Student
Org. would be to see how the students feel about a proposed concept such as a new CC, by: public
meetings, media, word-of-mouth,
etc. After concluding that students
are in favor of the proposed concept the student government
would then organize a referendum
which will give an overall opinion

of whether students are opposed or endorsement.
in favor to the proposed project.
If the money is not to be payed
The following steps are taken if for by the students the public
the money is to be received in the would be asked to back the project
form of a student fee : First, the stu- in the form of a floating bond. In
dent government must go before the case of the CC renovation , a
the Administration to make sure State of New Jersey Higher Educathe concept of the referendum is tional Facilities Authority Bond for
adequate. Then the student gov- the benefit of Kean College might
ernment must meet with the Board be issued.
ofTrustees and the Board of Higher
Partial Payment vs. Full Payment
Education to receive approval and
According to Marti Manco,
senior class president, there is discussion among the committee
[College Center Planning Board]
that the Dean of Arts and Sciences , as to how the fee wiU be increDr . T. Felder Dorn, gave im- mented. Partial payment would be
mediate authority to get at least one option . Whereby the students
four pianos repaired within a few would pay a small _amount and
days . "They aren't completely de- build up to a maximum . Many
stroyed. Some of them are about times this is favored by students be13 years old and shou ld be re- cause partial payment would not
placed
anyway, ".
said
Dr. take such a "big chunk" out of their
Montgomery.
pockets at once. Full payment
Since there is easy accessibi lity would simply mean that a set fee
to the pianos, and now that this in- would be implemented per credit.
Along with the payment is the
cident
has
occurred,
Dr .
Montgomery says his main concern now is that the campus police
Lautenberg to Speak
improve security . The IndepenBy Erwin}. Dugasz Jr.
dent attempted to reach both Lt.
William R. Kraus
Jenkins and Detective Kinney all
Senator
Frank Lautenberg, the
day Monday and Tuesday, but
neither could be reached for com- Democratic senator from New Jersey has agreed to be the keynote
ment before this week's deadline.
speaker and. Honorary Chairman
The- fact that this incident oc- at this year's Mock Democratic
curred in the same building the Convention which will take place
police are located in, raises the at Kean from March 19-21.
There is stil l plenty of time to get
question of why they were not
aware of it, and what ·they could involved in the preparation for this
years' convention . The Political
have done to prevent it. ·

Police Are Off Key In Piano Incident
By Marta Jaremka
Sometime over last weekend,
vandals strolled past campus
police and damaged thirteen
pianos in Dougall Hall.
The vandals methodically went
through each piano and twisted or
broke off all the hammers, according to Dr. Michael Montgomery,
head of the Music Department.
There was also evidence that the
perpetrators tried to start a fire because one of the piano' s casing
was scorched and four keys were
mehed together. Of the fourteen
pianos, only one was left undamaged.
The pianos, each in separate
studio rooms, are located on the
fourth floor of Dougall Hall, upstairs from the campus security office. They are available to any student wishing privacy to practice on
his or her own piano. The doors to
the pianos are unlocked .
Dr. Montgomery explained that
the doors remain unlocked, "the

reason being, we requested keys
for our student aides who monitor
the rooms . The police would not
give us their key because they said
it was the master key. We had the
choice of either closing down
completely or leaving the doors
open . But we had to leave the
doors open for our students . We
thought the police [being downstairs] would act as a deterent but
they obviously didn't."
Dr. Montgomery said the estimated damage would be roughly
$250 per piano plus at least an additional fifty dollars to cover the
keys that were melted. However,
Dr. Montgomery indicated that the
cost would probably run higher;
these were estimates given over
the phone by technicians who had
not yet inspected the instruments.
"There might be damaged not
picked up by the naked eye. "
Fortunately, the repair work
should not take long.
Dr.
Montgomery told the Independent

photo by Garry Black

fact that each college works under
what is known as a cap. A cap is
the amount of money to be
charged through activities fees
based on a percentage of tuition
payment set by the Board of Higher
Education . This means in Kean's
case, that all fees (General Service
Fee, Student Activities Fee, Student Life Facility Fee [Pingry], Athletic Fee) cannot exceed 20% of
the tuition costs per credit. Consequently if tuition increases the
cap will increase.
The actual wording of a referendum wiU probably go through
many changes between what the
student government initially wants
down to what would be permissable and acceptable to students.
Marti Manco gave the following
information as to the CC referendum. " In regards to the proposed
concept of a College Center Referendum, it is still in its negotiable
stages as to whether or not it will
run this spring. The last thing any
student government would want,
is to be critisized for railroading the
student body."

at Mock Convention
Science Club is getting ready to
take names down for state delegations. Any department or group of
faculty, students or administrators
can apply .
The Political Science Club is
looking for some interested students to assist in the preparation for
the convention . There are various
committees that are now forming
to help organize and coordinate
policy for the convention .

'
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Career Planning & Placement Office
New Office location
Join th is workshop and learn the
The Office of Career Pl anning difference between a chronologiand Placement staff is happy to an- ca l vs . a ski ll s analysis approach
nounce that they are now located and develop a resume that stresses
at the East Campus on North Av- your sk ill s and accomplishments.
enue in the Balco ny area of the An effective resume is a must to enMain Building Library. O ur Office hance employment possibilities.
hours remain the sa me : Monday }ob-Hunt Workshop . Seniors,
8 :30 am to 4:30 pm ; Tuesday - alumni, and other students looking
8 :3 0 am to 4 :30 pm ; Wednesday - for a job will find this workshop in8 :30 am to 4 :30 pm ; Thursday - formative and helpful. Hints, info r8:30 am to 7:00 pm and Friday - mation, and job strategies es8 :30 am to 4 :30 pm .
poused by Bolles, Iri sh, Jackson
We are conducting business as and other career experts are uti usual in a spacious and comfort- lized and presented . Newspaper
able environment for students and ads, private employment agenalumn i. To make your trip to the cies, and en masse resume mailEast Campus worthwh ile, the CPP ings are not the entire answer . AtOffice provides many servi ces to tend this workshop and learn how
assist you in planning a career and to develop a comprehensive and
locating job opportunities. You effecive job campa ign .
will fihd listed below some of the
Interviewing Techniques Workactivities and services · currently shop. A successful job interview is
avai lable in the CPP Office.
not soley based on luck. PreparaIndividual Career Counseling
tion, techniques, and personal apIf you would like to discuss your peal contribute signifi ca ntl y to this
career objectives and would prefer important aspect of the job hunt.
to talk pri vately with a counselor, Thi s workshop will provide you
you are encouraged to arrange for with useful information supplean ' individual interview to discuss mented by films and audio-cassetany concerns or problems you may tes and a special role-playing segbe . having. Call to set up an ap- ment.
pointment.
Placement Credentials WorkCareer library and
shop. Designed to aid seniors,
Graduate Information ROORI
especially education majors, in
To find out about.a particular oc- putting together their own placecupation , graduate school, the job ment credentials. We supply the
outlook, overseas aF1d summer necessary materials (sample reemployment, test information, in- sumes, cover letters, reference
ternships, fellowships, and schol- forms, school district a<;ldresses,
arships, companies, Peace Corps, etc.), information.and guidance so
school districts, Fe_deral and State that you can create a professional
Agencies, etc., visit our Career Li- and impressive placement dossier.
brary and Graduate Information
Sharing Jqb Hunting ExperiRoom .
ences Workshop. A support group
Regularly Schedwed Workshops
workshop designed to provide an
For exact dates and location of atmosphere of encouragement for
the following workshops, please job seekers by the sharing of excontact the CPP Office.
periences, feelings, frustrations,
Career Development Work- and the successes encountered in a
shop. Undecided about a major, tyP,ical job search.
·
career, or job? This. workshop
examines
personal
interests,
values, skill s, the vast array of
Personalized Job
career options, and the mechanics
Placement Service
of the job hunt.All of this is accomi'\re you ready to graduate? Do
pli shed through group discussion you need ·a job? If so, make an apand an audio-cassette workbook pointment with our office and we
approach. Plan to partici pate in will personally contact and try to
this exciting and informative work- arrange interviews with comshop.
panies and governmental agencies
Resume Writing Workshop. I isting job vacancies with us.
Today's job market requires an impressive and well-written resume.

i

By Carmelo Velazquez}r.
In the last two articles I concentrated my attention on the issue of
addi ctive behavior and substance
abuse. Our department also sponsored an Alcohol Awareness Day
Program entitle: " Drinking: The
Great American Sport. " For many
the topi c of drug and alcohol abuse
is difficu lt to discuss and even
more difficult to begin to seek
help .
If you or someone you know is
being affected by the addiction of
dangerous substances your best
bet is to ca ll an alcohol and drug
abuse center nearest you. Most of
the treatment clinics are free of
charge and they are opened 24
hours a day. Counseling interventions are offered on an individual
and woup basis. For further infor-

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.
2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

u»•i.m1gr~~ise

mation p·lease call one of the fo llowing agencies: Ala-Call, M edford (8D0) 322-5525 o r (609) 7992666; · AI-Anon/AI-Ateen Information Service of North Jersey,
Orange 627-7231 ; Alcoholics
A nonymous, Maplewood 7631415/ 16; A lcoho li sm Cli nic at
Elizabeth
General
Hospital ,
El izabeth 289-8600 (ext. 424/
375); Alcohol Intervention of
Union County, Hillside 926-34_41 ;
America's Keswick, Inc ., Whi ting
350-1 187; Carrier Clinic Foundation , Bell Mead 874-4000; Dudley
House (Project Mert) Plainfield
753-3395; Elizabeth General Hospital, Elizabeth 289-8600; Fair
Oaks Hospital , Summit 277-0413;
Flynn Christian Fellowship House,
Elizabeth 351-2265 ; Integrity,
Inc., Newark 623-800 (ext. 2501 );

Mount Carmel Guild Social Service Center, Newark 62 1-7755 ;
Nation al Council on Alcoholism,
Westfield 233-8810; Uohn E.)
Runn ell s Hospita l of Union
County, Berkeley Heights 3227240; Union County Socia l Setting
Detoxification Center, Elizabeth
353-8830 ;
PROCEED
Inc. ,
Elizabeth 351-7727; Veterans Administration Hospital , East Orange
676-1000, Lyons 647-0180.
Help yourself and help someone
else, don' t allow the problem to
persist! If you wish to speak to one
of our counselors about these and
other concerns, feel free to visit or
call ou r office at 527-2082. We are
opened 9:00 - 5:00 p.m . Monday
through Friday . Our services are
free to all : Kean College facu lty,
staff and students.

Student Activities
"Can't Slow Down ," appears to
be the best way to describe the Offices of Student Activities . After diligently working in conjunction
with the Cultural Arts Programming Board , Townsend Lecture
Ser·ies, and the Black Student
Union in creating a combination of
events for Black History Month,
the activities soar on.
With, Lost Horizon (a film that
makes a transition from daily life to
a strange land unknown to the out-

side world) being shown in J-100 live entertainment at, the Coffee
March 13, 1984 at 1 :40 & 7:30 House in Sloan Lounge 8 :30 p.m .,
p.m. and a midday musica filled Marc h 16, 1984.
Remember, activities without
afternoon (St. Patrick's Day Celebration) on March 15, 1984; Stu- student support will bring us to a
dent Activities has not reached the blinding ha.It.
On March 27th, Townsend Lecfinal stretch .
At 8 :15 p .m . on March 15, 1984 ture in conjuction with the Socioltoin Wilkins Lectl.H'e Committee in ogy Dept. will present Corey
a Greek Cultural experience of Rosen in lecture at 1 :40 p.m . in)song, dance and lecture, at Wil- 100. Mr. Rosen will discuss " EmOwnership , and
its
kins Theatre. Make a pit stop for ployee
coffee and Irish soda bread and sociological effects on society ."

Council for Part-Time Students·
By Barbara Nevar, President
The Council has become aware
of a document issued by T. Edward
Hollander, Chancellor of Higher
Education, regarding recommendations on the mission , financing
and go\'.erance of the State Colleges.
Thi s report advises that the nine
State Colleges unify to become one
University, The University of New
Jersey. Campuses would retain
their original name and incorporate the university title (e.g., University of New Jersey College at

Trenton or Kean College of The
University of New Jersey).
There are · many positive and
negative factors to this proposal.
The Council i.s ,investigating it to
determine how it will affect you,
the Kean College Student.

It should be noted that this is still
in the proposa l state . When the
Council becomes fully abrea st on
this subject, we will inform you on
our fi ndings and recommendations.
On a lighterside, the Cou nci l is
cu rrentl y in the process of plan-

Notice to All Residents

___

r

/

ning our " 1984 Dinner Dance ."
Last year'-s Dance was held in the
Town and Campus in West
Orange. The theme was "Fly High
with , The Council for Part0 Time
Students ." ,The guests of the Dance
were greeted by a clown riding on
a unicycle distributing balloons.
An enjoyable time was had by all
who attended.
We will let you know more
about the 1984 Dinner Dance as it
progresses. For now remember to
keep your ca lendar open on June
1, 1984 for a night you will remember.

By}oseA. Quiles

and prosecuted, this problem w;II
remain everyone's problem , not
on ly the Housi ng Office staff.
Your assistance and cooperation
is required during a fire alarm. By
law, every resident must evacuate
the building, refu sal to evacuate
can be subject to arrest and fine by
the police, as wwell as a violation
of the Housing Contract. Only
when instructed by the fire and
the police , as well as a violation
permitted to return to their room s.
The problem of fa lse fire alarms

has reached a dangerous point, a
few people are playing with the life
and safety of a large number of resi dents every night. We need the
resident students\ leadership to
help us in the solut1!of thi s problem .
If you have any in rmation that
may lead to the apprehension of
those contributing to this problem,
please notify the Housing Office,
Head Resident, Resident Assistants
or the police. All sources and information will be kept confidentia l.
Looking forward to you help.

SEMES I ER IN SPAIN

'·, -\.'·,} ..

If you
love fine writing, now you
can choose between two Precise
Rolling Ball pens that
write so fine yet flow so
smoothly you'll wonder
how we made it possible.
Only The Precise allows
·
you to write beautifully in either \,
fine point or extra fine point.
The price is even finer. O nly $1.19.

• •

Counseling Center

The Housi ng Office is serious ly
concerned with the increased
number of fa lse fire alarms occurrin g in the Resi dence H alls. The
Housi ng Staff, the Head Residents
and the Resident Assistants are all
working very hard to find a solution to this problem .
We cannot solve this problem
by ourselves. We need your help.
We need you, the residents, to
come forward with information on
those people that may be responsi ble for setting off false fire alarms.
Until the perpetrators are ca ught

WHOEVER
THOUGHT WRITING
COULD BE SO FINE?
{
\\

Campus Update .

'·

Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, " in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
Live with a Spanish family , attend classes
BEGINNER OR ADVANCED - Cost is aboutthe
four hours a day, four days a week, four
same as a semester in a U.S. college: $3,189.
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
New York, room, board , and tuition comyear time span) . Your Spanish studies will be
plete. Government grants and loans may be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
applied towards our programs.
U.S. classroom. Standardized tests show our
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 students' language skills superior to students
F-3
I completing two year programs in u _s _
Advanced courses also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arco lle ge you attend
rangements.
SPRING SEMESTER - Feb. 1 - June 1
your name
FALL SEMESTER - Sept. 10 -Dec. 22
each year.
your presen l street address
I FULLY ACCREDITED -A Program of Trinity
Christian College.
z,p
state
Ctly
For full information - send coupon to:
It you would like lntormatio11 on future programs give
permanent address below.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN

your permanent street address

ci ty

state

z1p

I

2442 E. Collier S.E., F·3
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)
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Speak Out
By Mina Botash
Photos by Carry Black

KEEN

ON

How do you feel about Memorabilia '83 not
coming out?

KEAN.
; by Manny Cantor

•

Ray Ulbrich
" Sounds like a problem they
won 't be able to solve thi s time,
but can set a precident for future
yearbooks . There should be more
control over the editors, it
shouldn't be the sole responsibility
of the editors ."

PeteKeledy
"We
[Student Org.]
paid
McWaters [Editor of Memorabilia
'83] his tuition, which he was entitled to, if he did fulfill his obligations . He should return all the
money, i{ he doesn't Student Org.
should take him to court. He
should write a letter of apology ."

Ralph Marinello
"That's pretty ridiculous, the guy
[McWaters] backed down on his
responsibilities. He was given a
break to produce a yearbook in return for a scholarship. The school
should take some kind of action. "

Roger Ulltrich
"It' s total misappropriation of
Student Org. funds. It's coming out
of our tuition . What's going to be
done with the extra $19 ;ooo-the
Memorabilia now holds? Think
about it. "

1Ce¥in Purcell
"I think that's terrible . Last year's
seniors should have something to
remember their college years by.
They should shoot that guy [Editor
'83)."

i.

.
'

Ton1 l'areso

"I thit1k it's another bungle committed by Student Org. If they concentrate more effort on the activities on this campus, they could
do a better job."

"'-S-

"1 don't think that's fair because

I'm sure that other members of the
staff worked hard on the yearbook .
As a result the class of' 83 has nothing to remember their entire college with."

Steve Fink
"That' s a bad situation. They
should do a bit more research and
be a little more selective in chasing George
" It' s typical
who should be responsible . That' s
bullshit. "
not always an easy thing to do."

Kean

College

Krueger and Students Go to England
What did Professor Sidney
Krueger of Kean College of New
Jersey and 23 students do over
their winter break? They took a trip
to England and Scotland , of
course.
Krueger, a Springfield resident,
has conducted a three-credit tour
of England, sponsored by the English Department for 10 years . This
year the trip ran from January 2 to

20 .
" I've done it for 10 years, " reflected Krueger, "10 exciting, rewarding years in terms of observing students and reacting to the historic, literary and cultural facets of
the English culture. "
After arriving at the Heathrow
Airport, London , Jan. 3, the stu dents experien ced the Museum of
the City of London , a guided tour
of York and the York theatre, and
a trip to Haworth to view the home
of Charlotte and Emily Bronte.
"Visiting the Bronte parsonage

gave me a much better understanding of why some people turn
to writing and other art forms ,"
said English major David Wuthrich
of Union.
In Edinburgh , Scotland , the students were given an orientation , a
tour, and a night at the theatre.
They returned to London and then
visited Bath and the Charles Dickens Museum .
"It was terrific. Every student
should go," commented George
Schroepfer of Plainfield . "It was
magnificent going to Europe for the
first time, isiting the Manuscript

Speaking Out on "Speak Out"
"Speak Out," the feature which is our neighbor each week, is a welcome addition to The Independent. It affords a limited random sam pling of student opinion, which is of value. The pictures of those questioned attracts attention , and also helps to build readership.
But I was dismayed to see the question about the accent of some faculty in the issue of Feb . 23 . I was troubled some more as I read most
of the responses . One cou ld not dispute the claim that they were having
difficulty in class with the foreign accent. It is the attitudes and values
revealed that invite examination .
It was heartening to read the letters of Pamela Van Arnum, a student,
and Professor Lorber, in the next issue. They both placed the matter
clearly and vigorously. I am in agreement, but I would like to elaborate
a bit.
The fact that Prof. Lorber is in Psychology brought to mind a vivid
memory that underscores the main point. The year was 1929 or 1930 .
The setting was a Psychology seminar at Columbia . The professor and
the eight or nine students strained forward across the table to catch
every thickly-accented syllable. The speaker sounded, and indeed
looked, like our corner German grocer. How thrilled we were to struggle to understand what be was saying! For this was the noted Austrian
psychiatrist, Alfred Adler, founder of the school of individual psychology, who was our guest.
The musicians were all most competent, many \/irtuosi in their own
right. They had difficulty understanding this temperamental conductor
with his thick Italian accent. Yet they listened in awe and humility as
Toscanini strove to make himself understood .
Not so long ago, medical students from this country had to learn to
read and speak German if they were aspiring to master the most advanced experience and literature of the field . Picasso couldn't speak English . Can you imagine American art students rejecting him as a
teacher? Our best American scientists welcome every opportunity for
exchange with their foreign peers, despite the language barriers, and
the thick accents. Most of the finest literature in the world is not written
in English , but mu5t be read either in the original language or in translation.
The "foreigners" on our campus, students and faculty both, often
come from countries with a history and culture much olpe{ a ~ , ~
than ours. It is well worth the effort to surmount the language and social
obstacles to profit from what they have to olf6 us. We are the envy of
the world for our ability to produce material well-being, and for our
ideals of freedom and democracy. But we have no warrant for the attitudes of superiority we so often display.
Some of the "Speak Out" respondents were quite explicit in their
opinion that foreigners are not welcome, as faculty, and as staff employees. We should send them back to their own country to teach or work.
I looked again at the family names, and wondered how many genera• tions back their forbears came to this country .
I also wondered whether many of us, American students, expect a
smooth and easy ride on the road to knowledge . Do we seek scape- ·
goats when we discover the road is rocky? Barry Shapiro just might have
the answer when he said, "The students should make more of an effort
to understand their instru ctors." There may be rich rewards if we overcome the obstacles.
As to hiring poli cy in staff employment, the administration deserves
credit, not condem nation, for its efforts to integrate foreign and minority
students and graduates into the college apparatus.
A Welcome Addition to Campus Life
The announcement that the Young Democrats will be reactivated is
good news. The campus population should benefit from a better-balanced exposure to the positions of both major parties this important
election year.
One assertion in the announcement was puzzling. The Peace Center
was characterized as a "simplistic and self-serving group." As a founding, active member of the Peace Center I know it has no common political position . The element that unifies the Peace Center members is the
conviction that the arms race by the super-powers is not the way to
achieve peace .

Room in the British Museum and
the King's Chapel in Cambridge ."
Over the Jan . 15-16 "free"
weekend, the students used the
British Rail pass to travel anywhere
in the British Isles or Paris or Ireland .
"Names like Tennyson, Blake,.
Shelley and Keats were simply no
longer names; this visit made them
new acquaintances in which time
will prove them friendly compan ions and teachers," wrote Louise
Dern , an English major from Avenel.

Delta Rho Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi
Delta Rho Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi is sponsoring a bus trip to see Broadway's
greatest "Cats." Tickets for the May 8th performance will be on sale on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday morning from 8:45 to 9:15 in J-205G. If unable to make
these hours call 527-2628 at this time or between 3 :00 and 3:30 p.m. Evenings
call 232-5818. Tickets are $35.00 each which includes the bus transportation. The
bus will leave the T.P.A. at 6:30 p.m. on Tuesday May 8, 1984. For more information call Lillian Lemke at the numtlers listed above.

Job Opportunities On-Campus
College Work Study jobs on campus are available through the Financial
Aid Office. A completed Financial Aid Form (FAF) must be on file at the
Financial Aid Office in order to determine eligibility for employment. Students who have not yet applied may submit a completed 1983-84 FAF
and a copy of their parents' 1982 tax return to the Financial Aid Office
in order to establish their eligibility for College Work Study funds.

Student Phoners Needed:
The Alumni Phonathon is in need of student phoners to help meet this year's
$36,000 goal.
Two major prizes are offered for the highest total of pledges raised during the
Phonathon-$100 for a student group and $50 for an individual.
The PHONATHON "84 schedule is as follows :
March 12 through 29
Mondays through Thursdays
6:00to9:30pm
Second Floor, Administration Building
Sandwiches and refreshments will be provided along with a brief Phonathon
orientation. Prizes will be awarded nightly to the team of phoners raising the
highes amount of pledges.
Join in for one or more evenings. You'll enjoy it and you 'll be helping the Alumni
Association and the College and you may win a prize while you're at it.
Contact Caroline Koschig , Alumni Director, to sign up - Townsend Hall Room
114, 527-2526.
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How Sweet It Is!
To the Editor:

From The Editor's Desk
You Get What You Pay For

The financial cutbacks known world round have crept their
way into Kean College. This past week, the Finance Board revealed budgets for all the funded groups. The Grub Street Writer
received 100% of what it asked for and the Memorabilia received
99 .4 % of what it asked for because that is what it costs to pub I ish
both publications. The Independent received only 65% of what
it asked for .
It costs approximately $47,566 to publish thirty-four twelve
page issues. Student Organization requires the Independent to
publish thirty-fou_r issues, yet the finance board is only willing to
pay for twenty-four issues.
When a funded group is displeased with their allotment, the
chairperson may argue at the next Student Org. meeting. Many
did. Unfortunately the response by Stephanie Schibell and other
members of the Finance Board was "where is the extra. money
going to come from?". Perhaps it would have been wise for the

We would like to extend a great big thanks to all those present at the
women 's basketball game. We, the coaching staff and players feel that
all ot you out there played a big role in our winning the Jersey Athletic
Conference title . It was really a great feeling to know that we had so
many people pulling for us. You helped us over some of the rough spots
of the game with your fantastic enthusiasm . The intensity of the cheers,
the porn-porns and just having you all present meant a lot to each and
every one of us involved .
We wish to thank you ALL for your tremendous support
Thanks again,
The Coaching Staff
and Members of the Kean College Women's Basketball Team

Yearbook Update
Dear Editor:

In response to the many letters and calls I have received concerning
the 1983, as well as the 1984 yearbook, I would like to inform all readers that progress is being made on this year's book .
·
We have covered many major events and will have 24 extra color
pages in the 1984 Memorabilia . Advertising and Council for Part-Time
Students are assisting us in reaching these goals through the extra revenue. The yearbook will also have boosters for $2.00 each. Anyone interested in making a purchase should contact the office .
In response to Ms. Koschig's letter which was printed last week and
stated that stricter guidelines shou ld be set for the yearbook editor due
to the 32-credit scholarship, I would like to make a correction . The
Editor-in-Chief of Memorabilia no longer receives a 32 credit schol arship but one for 16 credits. Also the 1984 yearbook will be sent to
seniors at no mailing cost.
Although I do feel then~ may be a need for supervision due to the
Editor's scho larship, I do not believe this attitude should linger so lely
over the Editor of Memorabilia, but over any stud ent leader that is a reci pient of a scholarship .
In closing, anyone interested in workin g on the Memorabilia should
ca ll 353-3337 or drop by CC-120 during office hours.
Cathy facobs
Editor-in-Chief '83-'84

F.B. to think about budgeting the proper amount to a respective
group, or perhaps increasing the main budget.
The doors to the Independent are always open to every facet
of the college community. Those who really had a statement to
make have found their way in. Every week on page two, organizations such as the Residents Association, BSU, Counseling Center, Hotline, Council for Part-Time Students, Student Organization and PROUD, tell of events and happenings within their organizations . This featur~ is open to all groups.
The trials and tribulations are many. If the Independent is going
to be required to publish thirty-four issues, it should be given the
money to do so. The quality of the Independent has been escalating. Let's not cut back on the most important campus media
group.

Help Us
Dear Editor,

This is in reference to the "Speak Out" question of last week. I am
all too sorry that I wasn't also asked to respond, because I too, have suffered at the hands of profs who were unbearably unintelligib le.
Not only does this hinder the learning process, but the individual can
also wind up with a low grade, due to the language barrier.
We students are always getting the raw end of the deal. Where are
all the deans who are supposedly there to help us? I demand this matter
be looked into. Not only on my behalf, but also for the thousands of
other students who feel the same way.
Name withheld by request
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Dear Editor,

I am utterly appalled at the false accusations the College Republicans made toward Student Organization ,
Inc. I do not know what or whom your sources were; however, I can rest assured that they were incorrect.
Furthermore, I am appalled th at you took the coward and inarticulate approach to publi sh information so
repulsively sordid.
As a Republican County Committeeperson and as an active member of the Republi can's Club in my township, I can assure you that if I showed my fellow Republi cans what YOU represent, they would be ashamed
that you abuse the privilege of being referred to as the "Coll ege Republicans." As a respected Republi ca n,
I will cite to you what I, as a Republican , stand for:
1 .) strong national defense; 2) agai nst welfare state -our fo refathers wa nted each and every one to contribute money to the economy; 3) free enterprise to mean what it stands for; 4) low taxes; 5) neighborhood school
system ; 6) no busi ng; 7) sma ll central government; 8) more responsible to state government - how money
should be distributed .. for state; 9) upholds the family.
" . . . Poverty is less a matter of income rather than prosperity . . . "
Martina Manco
P.S. In two years, I have yet to see a representative of the College Republi cans (on behalf of the organization)
represented at the Student Council meetings. In case you do not read the paper, we meet every other Friday
at 4 p .m . in Downs Hall in the Alumni Lounge. That is a more appropriate place to voice your concern .
MM

Staff
Photography

John Carno, Laura Sosna

The opinions expressed in the signed columns and interviews of this
newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors.

Published every Thursday of the academlc year. ·Dead.li ne for material
is 12 :00 the Friday prior to publication . All submissions must be typed
and double spaced for publication . Letters to the Editor are encouraged
and must be typed and sealed . Letters to the Editor must be signed, however any re4uest for a name to be w it-hheld will be considerel Un:7·
signed letters wil! not be printed.
..:.
· All submissions become the property of this publication and may not
be reprinted without the consent of either the author or the Independent.
OFFICES: Independent, Kean College, College Center, Morris Ave.,
Union, N.J. 07083 - Phone 355-017 4 or on campus extension 2339.
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Ed Sets It Straight
D ear Editor:
In view of the recent editorial submitted by the College Republicans,
it is the desire of the Student Organization Executive Board to put forth
a statement to the entire campus community:
Whereas, the Executive Board of Student Organization recognizes
the need for student participation in both local, state, and national pol icy making;
Whereas, Student Organization realizes the best way to achieve this
end is through participation in state student associations (NJSA) and national student associations (USSA);
Whereas, Student Organization recognizes the USSA as the bona fide
representative of national student issues, and therefore, endorses membership in the association;
Whereas, Student Organization realizes that apathy is everyone's
enemy on campus and the only way to combat lack of interest is through
communication and organization. Stude_nt Organization also believes
that results cannot be obtained through false accusations but only
through cooperation;
Resolved, that Student Organization defends the right of USSA to
ex ist and articulate those issues that are of interest to the students of th is
nation;
Resolved , that instead of accusing Student Organization of harboring
communist organizations, we invite the College Republicans to become part of the solution by becoming involved in-the student movement and not to stand outside the system and become counterproductive;
Resolved, Student Organization hopes that all interested students
wi ll surface and articulate those issues that are of concern to themselves
and the college community as a whole. Student Organization denies
any truth in the statements of the College Republica ns in refe rence to
socialist or commu ni st actions of the USSA. Student O rganization believes in freedom of speech and applauds the Col lege Republicans for
their interest in student policies . However, Student Organization feels
that the best way to promote change is from with in the system, not
through false accusations and sensational journalism .

Edmund Jude, President of
Student Orpniuition, Inc.

Comment on
Black History Month
Dear Editor:
The responsibility for an entire month's programming is no easy task .
The logistics alone for each event is enough to cause one to ask "Why
am I doing this?" My hat and others as well should go off to people like
Ralph Witcher, President of BSU (Black Student Union); Kevin Judd,
Chairman of Program Committee, Kean College of New Jersey Black
History Month; and two giants of Student Activities - Peggy Melchione
and Chris Cottle. Stu den! Organization stands alone as the " rock. " _
Without a doubt, all of the above could not have been a success without the unwavering support of President Weiss and Vice-President Ippolito. It is through their foresight, stability and patience that many of
the students' ideas can be accomplished . February of 1984 -,Black History Month of 1984 - is a true example of a success inspired by all. elements coming together. YOU are always needed whether it is to plan,
execute, participate or support. "Why am I doing this?" I know that if
one is actively involved with positive intent, one has little time to be
negative. GET INVOLVED and LIVE YOUR IDEAS !
Yvonne McCray
Librarian
College Library

From the Source
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the letter by Pamela Van Arnum , who
criticized the "Speak Out" question of Feb. 23 , regarding professors
with accents . It is apparent to me that Ms . Van Arnum has a totally distorted image of the question . She suggests in her letter that the Independent has implied a hidden message.
This question didn' t just pop into someone's head in a whim. It was
inspired by a past letter to the editor (Feb. 2) by a student who was frustrated with her professor' s accent. The Editorial Board believed that this
was a question that many students could relate to .
"Speak Out" is one part of the paper that allows the students to express their feelings on a given situation. Each individual expressed their
opinions as they saw fit. If Ms. Van Arnum carefully examined all the
responses she would have noticed that not all the answers were negative .
The Independent, in no way, questioned the credentials or professional ism of any professor . That task was left the the student interviewed
(if that was what they believed).
If any apology is to be given, it should come from Ms. Van Arnum
for carelessly jumping to conclusions without first knowing the facts.
Also for insulting the intelligence of those students who interpreted and
answered the question.
Since Ms. Van Arnum has three foreign teachers I find it hard to stop
from wondering if there is an implied motive in her own letter.
See what happens when you try to read beyond what is being said!
MinaBotash
Speak O ut Coordinator

KC HPA
BSU
CEC
FASA
ISA
Psychology Cl ub
Socia l Work Club
Science Org.
PROUD

scsc
Sociology Club

83-84

84-85

1,080.00
8,350 .00
1,480.00
1,580.00
2,015 .00
192 .50
365 .00
595.00
6,165.00
1,670.00
· 192.50

1,720.00
6,970.00
2,300 .00
2,760.00
1,795.00
192 .50
565.00
570 .00
5,580.00
1,560.00
190 .00

72,375.00
4,475 .00
1,375.00
3, 11 0.00
5,927.00
3,075.00
6,0 15.00

77,285
4,575 .00
1,500.00
3,960 .00
5,895 .00
5,620 .00
6,250 .00

88 7.00
29,575.00
19,580.00
6,52 5.00

1,200.00
34, 838 .00
2 1,630 .00
6, 550.00

17,3 50.00
970 .00
9 70.00
5,925.00

16,450 .00
1,000.00
1,000. 00
6,4750. 00

201 , 819.00

219,43 0 .50
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Day Care Center
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Socia l Co mmittee
Sq uires
Town send Lectures

Campus Media Groups
Gru b Street Writer Independent
Memo rab ili a
W KNJ

StwfmtGomnmmt
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
NSA
Total Of Funded Groups

Back at the Ranch .
Dear Editor,
On Thu rsday, March 1, Cindy
Marconi publi shed a letter to the
Independent in which she attempted to defend the USSA in the
face of my letters which exposed
their leftist affiliations . It was inappropriately titled "McCarthyism
Lives." The difference between
what I have to say and what
McCarthy stood for is clear. My allegations are only in the public interest,. I am not trying to condemn
anyone personally, but my allegations, unlike McCarthy's, have
their basis in fact.
As I have said before and will say
again, only a fraction of the lobbying done by the USSA is in the interest of student issues. Most of
their lobbying is pn political issues
fostered out of the USSA public
and private agenda . The hidden
agenda of the USSA is liberalism.
Using the guise of an organization involved in student issues, the
USSA is the dinosaur of the student
radical movements of the '60s. Although the USSA portrays itself as
the "voice of American students,"
it in fact represents only a smal l
minority of the entire college
population. USSA membership
has been declining rapidly, with
significant memberships in only
nine states.
Without much support for their
more radical causes, the USSA
uses more moderate issues to gain
support. Take the 14th Annual
United States Student Association
Lobbying Conference (1983), it's a
perfect example of a wolf in
sheep' s clothing. Their flier read ,
"Meet friends! Build alliances!
Form networks! Be part of the
Capitol Hill scene at the USSA
1983 Lobbying Conference. Sponsored in cooperation with the
George Washington University
Student Association, the conference holds the key to skills, infor-

•

the United States was the guiltier
party in Afghanistan." Also at the
34th Congress, Pedro Rodriguez , a
former officer of the Communist
Party' s Young Workers Liberation
League, was elected USSA vice
chairman. Cindi Marconi quotes
their, Articles of Incorporation to
prove that the USSA can't get involved with partisan issues but I
know for a fact that at the 34th
Congress former Chairman Janice
Fine was elected under the campaign slogan " Reaganism spells racism, sexism, and oppression. "
Heller said that one of Miss
Fine's campaign workers bragged
that "bu rned up a police cruiser ."
This same person made threatening actions against Heller hinting
that he might break Heller's elbow
so it would never work again ." At
one plenary session, Heller said
that the chairman had to direct
"the committee that its action
should be within the laws of the
' State of Wisconsin and the United
States." Heller was photographed
several times at the congress and
his notes were stolen . Later at the
congaress, the arsonist was elected
the USSA board of directors.
This letter is just a small sample
of the activities of the USSA, everything
in
thisletter
can
be
documented as can many of the
other abuses of the USSA to be
proven . What I object to most is
that the USSA is using students to
forward these activities. I object to
our own NSA being in complete
cooperation with these people. A
quote from Thomas Jefferson sums
up my opin ions about the USSA
quite well. Two hundred years ago
Jefferson wrote : "to compel a man
to furnish funds for the propagation
of ideas he disbelieves and abhors
is sinful and tyrannical." That is the
"The only substantive political real crime of the USSA.
debate,"
Heller
said ,
"was
Thomas Pareso
whether or not the Soviet Union or
College Republican

mation , and workshops. "
W hen the flyer was shown to
GWU Student Association President Tom Manion, Manion said
that his group had not authorized
this USSA event. "We never authorized this, " he added, "We
have nothing to do with the
USSA."
The abuses continue on this
campus. Cindy Marconi denies
that the USSA supports the IUS
(one of many organizations which
appears to be independent but
which the CIA has documented to
be a Soviet front group receiving
almost a million dollars from the
USSR annually), but in fact the
USSA has had observer status in
the IUS and in the World Youth
Festivals, and sent a delegation to
the 11th WYF in Havana, Cub~in
1978.
The USSA only recruits liberal
and radical members. The USSA
members do not have a membership of students with conventional
values and they never had. One
need only recount the 34th USSA
National Congress to illustrate that
point. In an interview with Brian
Heller, vice president of the University of Illinois student government, J. Michael Waller was able
to learn of the inside workings of
the USSA.
During the 34th USSA Congress
resolutions were passed "condemning FBI and CIA activity with
respect to the people of Africa ,"
"Endorsing a Conference in Solidarity with the Liberation Struggles of the Peoples of Southern Africa," Condemning the U.S. for
prohibiting the circulation of certain Cuban newspapers." I ask you
students, does that sound like a
student agenda to you?
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Shakespeare's ''Taming of the Shrew'' Gets Underway
Q. What has fifteen heads, thirty
legs, and will be performing in
Kean's Zella Fry Theatre from
March7-11 and14-18?
A. The cast of "The Taming of
the Shrew!" It is a Shakespearean
comedy being directed by Dr .
Peggy Dunn of Kean ' s English Department.
Not at the director' s whim, but
rather to add to the challenge of
using Shakespearean language,
the show has been set somewhere

Bianca cannot marry until a suitor
has been found for the shrewish
Kate.
And there the tale begins . Intrigue and mystery surround the
development of the play, and a variety of characters become integrated in the plot as it thickens.
The climax is reached when
Kate meets her match - or does
she?
Come and watch "The Taming
of the Shrew" to find out just who

in the Old West.

is taming who!

The plot revolves around reputedly stubbon Kate and her seemingly sweet sister, Bianca; fo r

The cast of the show follows:
Baptista, Glen Woflson; Kate,
Tracey Davis; Bianca, Rozana

Botash ; Petruchio, Philip Duffy;
Grumio, Seth Newfeld; Hortensio,
Donald Meehan ; Vincentio, John

Di ane M atthews; Pedant, Sheri Da
Costa; Curtis , Susan De Santo;
Sherrif, Kevin MacNamara.

Tsakonas ; Lu centio, Gilbert Ron ;
Trania, Alisa Hayes; Biondella,
Laurie Parterson: Dressmaker.

Dancer to Perform Master Classes
Noted dancer and choreographer Harry Streep of New York
City will be performing two master
classes at Kean College of New Jersey on Tues ., March 20 in the
dance studio of the D' Angola
Gymnasium .
Known for his choreography in
Joseph Papp's production of Taken
in Marriage, Streep became a

member of the Rudy Perez Dance
Theatre in New York in 1976, before beginning his own company a
year later. He is a Tufts University
graduate.
The performances will take
place at 10:40 a.m . and 1 :40 p.m.
Students from Dr. Peggy Dunn' s
O ral Interpretation of Poetry class,
as wel l as William Chaison's

Good friends will give you a break
when you're broke.

dance classes are expected to attend . Dunn, of Dunellen , is an associate professor in the Kean English - Speech/Theater/Media program, and Chaison, of Elizabeth , is
an assistant professor of physical
education .
Anyone interested in attending
will be admitted free. For more info rmation, contact student activities at 527-2044.
Sponsored by the Cultural Arts
Programming Board.

Trip to Yale
Student Activities and Art History Club are planning a bus trip to
Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut on Friday Apri l 13, 1984
at 9:30 a.m. The bus wi ll leave the
T.P.A. circle promptly and is expected to return at4:30 p.m .
A limit of two tickets per person
may be purchased in CC-143 at
12:00 p.m. on the following dates:
March 20 , fu ll -time; March 21,
part-time.
The price is $5.00 per ticket and
on ly cash wi ll be accepted. (Remi nder: this cost covers only transportation.) Kean I.D. required . No
Refu nds.

Interested in Theater
The last show of the 1983-84
school year, "You Can 't Take It
With You, " is coming up in May.
It is o ne of the great comedies of
the Am eri ca n theater, and is being
direc ted by Professor Susa n Kerner
of Ke an's English De pa rtme nt . Auditi ons fo r the show are being held
on Monday, March 12, and Tuesday, M arch 13. Ca ll backs are o n
' W ednesday, M arch 14. Sheets are
avail able in the STM office (VE
41 0), and you can sign up for a pa rti cular time when you wou ld like,
or be able to, aud iti on o n eith er of
the dates mentioned above.
For th ose of you interested in the
techn ical aspects of theater, signup sheets are also ava ilable fo r th e
various technical crews. If you
w ant to get in touch with one or
mo re c rewheads, the STM office
can tel I how to contact them .
Insofa r as audition preparation is
concerned, you mu st have a

memorized comic monologue of
one minute in length . If you ca nnot
get a mono logue together on time,
memorize a poem, a song, a nursery rhyme, o r the Pledge of Allegiance, even!! You may also be
asked to read trom the script,
copies of which are now available
on reserve in the library.
There are 19 roles (12 men , 7
women), available in ".You Can't
Take It With You." Some require
lengthy appearances on stage,
others brief. All the roles are fun
and interesti ng. The director is
looking for actors in a wide range
of ages, phys ica l types, and ethnic
backgro unds. A ll students and faculty are inv ited to aud ition .
M ore info rmation is available in
VE 4 10.

The dinner was sensational. S.o was the
check. The problem is, the theater tickets that
you insisted on buying broke your whole
budget. Enough to declare bankruptcy by the
time the coffee arrived.
A nudge under the table and a certain
destitute look in the eye were enough to
produce the spontaneous loan only a
good friend is ready to make.
.
How do you repay him? First
; the cash, then the only beer equal
to his generosity: Lowenbrau.

Want to review films,
theater, dance and
music?

Lowenbrau.Here's to good friends.

<Cl 1984 Beer Brewed in U.S.A. by Miller Brewing Co .. Milwaukee. WI

Join the Indy
Feature Staff
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Choreographer Tells How to Shuffle Onto Broadway
By Nanette Strehl
Larry
Fuller,
a Broadway
choreographer and director, spoke
·about Broadway musicals in Wilkins Theatre in accordance with
the Speech-Theatre Association of
N.J.'s annual conference that was
held last Friday.
As a child, Mr. Fuller was far
from Broadway, living in a small
town in central Missouri. But
thoughts about the Broadway
scene remained intact. " I was
ravenous for out~ide information
about theatre. MGM movies
shown in the local theaters were
the only outlet I had, " said Mr. Fuller.
Mr. Fuller's compulsion to go
into professional theater resulted
in him attending high school in St.
Louis, where he could study dance
more seriously and get better instruction on how to teach. His first
piece of advice to those w ho ate
entertaini ng thoughts about entering the field boiled down to compulsion itself. "You must have the
compu lsion, a tenacious nature,
the attitude that it's the only thing
you want to do in life. Otherwise,
it's too hard, you'd be better off in
making it a hobby. 50 % of the battle is tenacity, the other half is talent and luck."
Mr. Fuller attributed the professions hardship to the problem of
handling the profession emotionally. " It's very difficult to deal with,
you always have to prove yourself,
you' re always worried about rej ection. "
But the fear of rejection didn 't

hold him back. While sti ll in high character, then you must concenschool, he joined an open dancing trate on acting. Once you've got
chorus at the age of 16. With a dif- the mechanics of what's deferent show opening every week, manded of you technically as a
rehearsal
and
performance dancer or a singer, then forget.
schedules were relentless. Here those and work from the inside out
Mr.
Fuller learned,
as he instead of from the outside in."
explained, "to be fast, to do a show
Mr. Fuller soon found his way
clean without sloppiness. You had out to California, where he was into be quick and good."
terviewed by 20th Century Fox.
In 1956, at the tender age of 18 The interview ended in him being
with 33 musicals behind him in hired as a feature dancer for Jack
which he was exposed to some of Cole, who's considered to be the
the best professionals in his field, father of jazz dance. The job
Mr. Fuller headed for New York. ended in an amusing anecdote. As
He also had a year of coll ege be- he was rehearsing an East Indian
hind him, which he ca lled "worth- jazz dance, which requires that
while, especia lly if you want to be one lea rn rhythm in all parts of the
an actor, and today 's dancers need body, Cole exclaimed "Jesus
to know how to act." He con- Chri st, you look like Ann Miller
tinued, "get a good rounded edu- trying to do a comeback in housecation in ,a good drama depart- shoes." The insult, -however, did
ment. A lot of background in the not sever their relationship, as Fulclassics will come in handy later. "
ler went on to do several shows
In New York, Mr. Fuller au- with Co le. " He could be a very
ditioned for swi ng (a general un- mean person when he wanted to,
derstudy for group people, not fo r but I' m very grateful to him for releads) in West Side Story. Here, training me in dance. "
Mr. Fuller learned one of his most
The mid-60s witnessed the end
important lessons. "I was worried of the golden era of Broadway and
about being in the right place at the TV in New York. "In those days, a
right time doing the right steps, I decently produced musical wou ld
forgot about being a jet. " But run at least a year, now you can't
Jerome Robbins, the renowned even be sure of that. They usually
choreographer and director who don't run at all. "
was directing the show, didn't.
TV moved to California, but Ful" He told me that I stuck out like a ler stayed in New York, "beca use
sore thumb, butdid~'ttell me what I wanted to be on the creative
was wrong or how I cou ld fix it."
side," he explai ned. Fuller was
Mr. Fuller got advice from fel- bored with just being a choru s
low jet Jay Norman, he passed on dancer, and now wished to
the advice to the audience. " If a choreograph hi s own shows.
role cal ls for you to be a different
Fuller got c loser to his dream

when Carol Haney, who was
choreographing "Funny Girl,"
made
him
second
assistant
choreographer and dance captain
(one who is responsible for making
the original work stay in decent
shape after the original choreographer has left the show) of the production. When Ms. Haney died,
Fuller inherited the show and restaged it in London, an unfortunate
event that got Fuller started as a
choreographer.
Although he had come a long
way, Fuller stil l had a lot to learn.
About to direct "F unny Girl," he
was caught off-guard w hen the
show's scenic designer came to
him to ask w hat kind of set he
wanted. Fuller replied , "What do
you mean, w hy don't you tell me
what your going to give me?" He
continued, "it was the first time I
realized that the director does
more than tell the actors the subtext, and when and where to come
off... "

raphy, was being produced in London.
Fuller closed his speech by giving advice to students on how to
get started in a career in the theater.
On the matter of getting an
equity card, Fuller advised students to get jobs in repertory and
small stock theaters doing anything possible, such as working
backstage. Fuller stated that although these jobs aren't easy to
get, they are extremely educational for someone entering the
field. They often result in one getting their eq uity card with an
equity company .

He also advised the stud ents to
buy trade papers such as Backstage, Show Business, and Variety,
to get information on open auditions (a uditions which are held
after all equity members have auditioned) . All Broadway and offBroadway shows are required to
hold these by law. "You very well
In the 70s, Ful ler again headed may be the right type, and if you've
for Europe (especially in Austria had any experi ence, or if you just
happen to be one of those terribly
and Germany) where opera houses
which did musicals and repertory, gifted people without experience,
you stand a good chance of getting
along with operettas and operas
into a production," he said.
were desperate for those who
Fuller said that they also have
knew how to stage musical comedy, an indigenous art form to casting-director interviews where
America. At this time, he was in- they are casting a play w here they
volved in several productions . must see all those w ho come. The
"On the 20th Century" was run- casting directors in New York wi ll
ning in New York. " Evita," for take you r picture and resume. But
wh ich he won both the Los there is one essenti al requirement,
Angeles and New York Drama Cri - as Fuller said, "You must be extic Circle Awards for choreog- tremely tenacious. "

Concert: Spyro Gyra at the Ritz
By Joan McNal/y
On M arch 2 at the Ritz Theatre
in Elizabeth, jazz came alive with
the phenomenal "Spyro Gyra" and
their opening act, " Rare Silk. " A
seven piece jazz band , Rare Silk
opened the show with a bang.
Their unique, offbeat brand of jazz
struck a responsive chord with the
audience . · The beautiful harmonies and vocal arrangements of
the band 's four singers were truly
exceptional. In fact, two of their
most outstanding numbers were
done a cappella - with no musical
accompaniment at all. Their fortyfive minute set was most impressive and unusually good for an
opening act.
Spyro Gyra, the definitive progressive jazz band of the 80s, hit
the stage with their joyous "Old
San Juan" and were received most

enthusiastically by the audience.
The ever impressive seven piece
band from Buffalo, NY played a
good hour and a half set of original, innovative jazz, always
sounding fresh , with the band improvising whenever possible.
"Harbor Nights, " a su ltry,
romantic ballad was dominated by
the outstanding Jay Letkinson on
sax. His mastery of the instrument
was evident throughout their set as
his playing generally set the mood
for most of their compositions.
" Latin Streets," by the band 's own
Geraldo Velez, proved that this
percussionist can play the bongo
drums and dance at the same time .
By far the most energetic member
of the band , he jumped , boogied ,
and did disappearing acts with his
drumsticks throughout the evening. Mr. Velez is not only a
talented performer but is also a

great dancer and a joy to watch. A
high point in the evening was the
funky "Shake Yourse lf," a Latin fl avored tune which included a rousing xylophone solo by Dave
Samuels . During the show they
also included some cuts off their
new album entitled "City Kids,"
the best being the rowdy, bopping
"Serpent in Paradise" and the
quiet, contemplative "Conversations ."
The best song of the evening,
however, was not really a song at
all, but an end of the night iam session. Letting out all the stops, they
proved to all present what excellent musicians can do. To a literally roaring crowd they came back
for an encore . Their inspired playing was matched only by their unabashed enthusiasm for their
music.

Grub Street Seeks Patrons
The Grub Street Writer, our
campus literary magazine, is soliciting patrons for the publication .
A lthough the magazine is receiving funding from Student Organization, Counci l fo r Part-Time Students, and the Alumni Association, the cost of publishing the
magazine is extremely expensive.
Believing that groups should try to
be self-sufficie nt, the magazine

wishes for faculty, administration, tib le. Make your contribution out
staff and students to make con- to: Grub Street Writer, Kean Coltributions. All contributors will be lege of New Jersey. Send it to: Willisted in the magazine as follows: lis 305, Clo Grub Street Writer. For
1. Patron : donor of $25.00 or any further information, please
more; 2. Sponsor: donor of leave a message for the staff (527$15.00-$24.00; 3. Friend : donor 2092/3). Please make your conof $10 .00-$14 .00; 4. Active: tribution before March 31st, since
donor of $5.00-$9.00; 5. Sustain- the Grub Street Writer will be
ing: donor of $1 .00-$4.00.
going to the printer the first week of
April.
All contributions are tax ded uc-

-------------------------• BILLIARD LOUNGE
• ARCADE
• FAMOUS SNACK BAR
Since 1963

333 Rahway Ave., Elizabeth • 354-8950

1C

L-------------------------

The College Center Board will present Stevie Ray Vaughan in concert at Wilkins Theatre on March 14 at 8 p.m. Tickets, $5 with Kean
I.D., are available at the Wilkins Theatre Box Office.

L.::.~.:.:.::.::.::.::::::::.:.:::.:::;:..::.:.::..:..:..:.:.:;=~=;:..:_;:..:_~--------'

CCB and Residents Association
present a Pre-St. Patrick's Day

ALL-COLLEGE PARTY
with Video A-Go-Go
March 15, 9 p.m.
in the College Center Cafeteria
$2 with Kean 1.0.
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Bulletin Board
Student Activities Corner

uousf;
offEE .

RESEARCH PAPERS
Alcoholics
Anonymous
Meeting

14.7 89 to c hoose fr om - all sub jec ts!
Ru sh $ 2 fo r the c urre nt. 3 0 6-page c at a·
lo g. Custom re search & th es is assista nc e also availabl e.
Research. 11 322 Idah o Av e .. # 206WA.
Lo s Angeles. CA 900 25 (2 13) 4 77·8 22 6.

Every Tuesday
College Hour
(1 :40-2:55 p.m.)

S.A.Y.

Willis 201 B.

The Bucket
(a dance company)

Cultural Arts Program Board
presents
CLASSIC NOVELS
ON FILM

Student Activities
Film Committee

Come to Shangri-La!
Meet the High Lama

presents

See the classic film

PSYCHOH

Lost Horizon

March 25, 8 pm
March 26, 12:30 & 8 pm

FREE
Tuesday March 13
O'Meara Auditorium, J-100
1 :40 and 7:30 pm

J-100FREE

The film wilt be discussed by
Professor Daniel DiSalvi, MerD'Sousa and Sidney
Krueger at the 7:30 viewing.

PERFORMING
APRIL2, 1984
,
at
8:15 P.M.
WIikins Theatre

THE
KEAN COLLEGE
ACCOUNTING SOCIETY

Price :
Kean College Students
and Staff - $2.50.

Others - $5.00
sponsored by
CULTURAL ARTS
PROGRAM BOARD
For more informauon ple•!HJ
call Box Office, 527-2337.

vyn

!'RESENTS

WAR?

STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Midday

,.

Jf

March

15

Sloan

Lounge

12 :30 - 1:40

FR EE

PEACE?

The Choice Is Yours.

Join the Peace Center.
Meetings are
every Tuesday
at 1 :40 in J-130

Student Activities

presents

HARRY STREEP
Master Dance Classes
D' Angola Gym
March 20th
10:40 and 1 :40
Student Activities
presents

MIDDAY JAZZ
with
CROSSING
POINT
Wed., March 28, 12:30pm
in
Sloan Lounge
College Center
FREE

Student Ac!;vities &
Art History Club
present:
Yale Museum &
Yale Center for
British Art
Yale Ur., versity
Connecticut
April 13th - $5.00
Bus leaves T.P.A.-9:30 am
Tickets purchased
lnCC-143

Will be meeting on
Tuesday, March 20,
1984 at CoHege Hour
1 :40-3:05 in Willis Hall
W-307. All majors are
welcome. This is your
opportunity to get involved. Don't Miss tt!
Residents Association,
CCBand
Socl■t Planning Board

present

THE ANNUAL

St. Patrick's Day

PARTY

A good place to change
a small part ofyour world!

Thurs., March 15, 1984
8 :00 pm-1 :00 am
$2.00 per student

KEAN 'S

Fancy

Students Assisting You
is selecting people for our
program.
If you are interested in
being a part of S.A.Y. ,
which consists of being a
tutor, peer counselor or a
F.A.P. person ; please contact or come to the Counseling Center. ·
Located in the Bookstore
Building , S.A. 126 or call
527-2082/2083.

MARC
MILESKI

College Center Bldg.
Beer-Soda-Food
FREE MUGS

is now appearing:
every Wednesday nite at

MacArthur's Pub
Main St. , Rahway

and
every Thursday nite at

The Bell Lounge
Grand Ave ., Rahway

CONGRATS
to the
Kean College
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL
TEAM
Raise Kean,
SQUIRETTES!

from 12:00-4:00 pm
& Outside J-100
at6:00pm

will be appearing evert
Saturday night in March
at Dr. Jekyll's Pub.
performing
Simon & Garfunkel,
America, and many more.

12 So. Broad St.

KE'.AN .COLLEGE
C

ommunication

HOT LINE
219-2101
(201) 527-2360
527-1330

Win A Slnclalr
HomeCorm,uter
The Industrial Studies Depart-

ment is sponsoring a contest
aimed at encouraging interest
in technology. Any Kean College student may enter. For
details see Industrial Studies
Department bulletin board in
Building Hor call S. Friedman,
527-2284. Contest
ends
March 30, 1984.
Got an intimate message? Too
shy to say something in
person? Want to tell someone
"I love you" in a different
way?
Say it in the
INDY PERSONALS!
For $1 .00, you can get your
personal message into the
Independent. Please leave
your message at the Indy
office, CC-11 9 with your name
and phone no.

Deadline is Friday
12:00Noon
Note: messages will be printed
at the editor's discretion.

Need a report, term
paper, or resume typed?
Call Barbra at 527-2952
evenings for all your typing
needs.

No Job Is Too Large Or Too Small
Term Papers/Theses/Reports
Manuscripts/Resumes/Letters
Prompt/Acurate

(201)351-5176

KEAN I.D. REQUIRED
NO REFUNDS

SPINNERS PLUS

Limited No. of Tickets Available

Music For All Affairs

WILKINS THEATRE COMMITTEE PRESENTS

BIRTHRIGHT 743-2061

Marc
&
Kathy

PATTI'S PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Academic/Business

March 20th-full-time
March 21st-part-time

PROBLEM PREGNANCY?
Non-denominational support.
Free pregnancy testing and counseling.

KEAN'S
VERY OWN

A Greek Journey
Greek music, dance and a lecture comprise this
evening's cultural events

March 15, 1984
Wilkins Theatre 8:15 pm
FREE Tickets available at box/office

527-2337

Neil □ 'Andria
(201) 249-2420
Jack Hellman
(201) 545-9307
510ROGERS

Evie's Word
Processing Service
Certified In Business Education

(201) 388-6975
• Specializing in Dissertations•
Resumes • Letters • Legal• & More
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Canada's Bear of Beers
is here!
Down from the North Woods of Canada comes
Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew.
An authentic Canadian lager-naturally aged, so it's remarkably smooth. With a flavor
no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!

~

,-

CANADA'S BEAR OF BEERS
Imported by Van Munching & Co., Inc., New York, N.Y.
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INTRAMURAL-RECREAnoNAL

SPO~,s

OF IN1RAMURAL SPotffS

ecreatian Raundu
*TONIGHT*

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

twenty-five, finishing six shots · SPORTS CLUBS
ahead of Linda Ferraro. Third Scuba
The standings as of M arch 1 are place when to Diane Vo lpe, who
Every Tuesday afternoon, during
as fo llows:
sank eleven .
College Hour (1 :40-3 :00), the
Men's Northern Division :
In the men's division, l:red Scuba Cl ub meets at the D' Angola
W L F Munoz finished fi rst, scoring a Pool for additional instruction in
Magic Touch
4 0 0 total of forty-two baskets out of fifty scuba diving. The skills learned inBlue Magic
4 0 0 attempts . Second place went to clude snorkeli ng, flutter kick, face
Georgetown Hoyas
3 0 1 Vinnie Jackson who sank forty, mask cleari.ng, proper dressing,
3· 2 0 and he scored fifteen consecuti ve dolphin kick, kelp dive, and adThe Heat
Mavericks
3 2 0 baskets. Third place was held by vanced face mask clearing. The
Lati n Force
2 1 0 Jerry Crapis, who completed parti cipa nts have been learning all
Caucasian Invasion
0 3 0 thirty-eight out of fifty.
of this in the shallow area of the
The Sting
0 4 0 Video Games Tournament
pool. Additionally, while in the
Sudden Impact
0 4 0
WIN $25 CASH TONIGHT!! shallow area, they have learned to
Men's Southern Division:
Here's how to win .. . Go to Sloan retrieve their own face mask and
W L
Lounge of the College Center to- clear it of water before standing
Speed Boys
6 1
night between 8:00 p.m . and 9:30 up. This skill was also practiced in
Loose Balls
5 0
p.m . to register and participate in the deep area of the pool. The purGrappelers
5 2
the Video Games Tournament. pose of all these skills is to make
Micro Dots
4 2
The Department of Intramural-Re- the potential scuba diver as comGreen Hornet
3 3
creational Sports will be conduct- fortable as possible. This week, the
Urban Blight
2 4
ing the Video Games Tournament participants were introduced to the
New Edition
1 4
tonight, (Thursday, March 8) . The total sqiba system and its usage.
Fraternity Division:
video games to be played include Slimnastics
W L
PAC-MAN , DONKEY KONG , and
Come to Slimnastics on Tuesday
Sigma Theta Ch i
3 1
CENTIPEDE. The first place winner and Thursday evenings, 8:00
Phi Beta Delta
3 2
will receive a $25 cash prize, p.m.-9: 00 p.m . Slimnastics can
Nu Delta Pi
2 1
couresty of J.M. Catering and Ven- help you to tone up, to strengthen
Sigma Beta Tau
1 3
ding of Union, an lntr-amural your muscles and to relieve your
HFa ntastic Phi"
1 3
Champion T-shirt, and an Intra- every day strain and stress. The
Women's Division:
mural Certificate of Merit. So, Slimnastics Club is an exciting
WL
come tonight, with your quarters group of individuals who love to
The Missfits
4 O
in hand, and try to win the $25 shape up and slim down to favorite
WreckingCrew
3 1
cash.
tunes . Slimnastics is musically
Menudo
3 1
UPCOMING EVENTS
choreographed exercises ranging
"S loe Swi sh"
3 2
Co-Rec Softball
· from head to toe . Slimnastics is a
New Edition
2 2
The ever popular recreational total fitness program . New memAlphie's DunkingWomen O 4
and social sport of Co-Rec Softball bers are always welcome . Bring or
Delta Sigma Pi
O 5
is again being offered by the De- wear sweats, tights, leotards,
partment of Intramural-Recrea- sneakers, a towel and a cheerful
tional Sports. The entry deadline is countenance. Try it, you'll LOVE
Basketball Freethrow C011test
The Basketball Freethrow Con- Friday, March 16, and entries are it!
test was held on Tuesday, February accepted in Room l 22 of the East Tr.tell and Field/
21 in the D'Angola Gymnasium. Campus . There will be an organi- CrossCountry
This week marked the first orBoth a men's and women's divi- zational meeting for all team capsion was offered . The winner of the tains on Tuesday, March 20 at ganized practices of the new Track
women's division, Roxanne Dan- 1 :40 p.m . (College Hour) in Room and Field/Cross Country Club . The
Club practices on Tuesday and
kovich, scored eighteen out of D-125 of the Q' Angola Gym .
Five-Player Basketball

1

TIME: contest starts at 8pm , onsite registration until 9=30pm.
LOCATION: sloan lounge, college

center.
GAMES: pac man , centipede,
donkey kong .

1u place- championship t -shirt
u

a..

e.

certificates for 1, 2 °' 3 place
1
.__ _ _zs_c_a_sri.,,,.._;ze._t._1_11_plac.t._;,.
· c.ou.,l.es.,;,y.ci~J".""
: M...•
, c.al_.,,.,,_
. . ,. and_¥_£tld_i".,'·- ---..1
Thursday afternoons from 4 :00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m . at the East Campus track. Under the coaching direction of Elvin Washington , the
Club has members specializing in
shot put, discus, relays, and vari ous cross country distances. Do
not be discouraged if you missed
these first practices, new members
are always welcome. So, come by
the East Campus track, dressed for
a work out. In the event of inclement weather, meet inside the East
Campus, room 129.
D.1nce

The Kean College Dance
Theatre is preparing to go to Point
Park College in Pittsburgh for the
Northeast Regional College Dance
Festival on March 16, 17, and 18.
While there, the Dance Theatre
will perform two numbers to be
judged by professional choreographers . Additionally, the members will have a chance to attend
various classes and workshops of
all forms of dance.

Karate

Experience Success! Not just
that which comes from bein~ better than someone else, but that
which comes from bettering oneself. Over 25 men and women devote a few hours each week to the
study of the martial art called
Chinese Kenpo . All of the members work with each other and
their advisor, Lyn Heathcote, to
better themselves through karate
training . The Karate Club meets on
Monday and Wednesday evenings
in CSW- 118 from 8:00 p.m . to
9:00 p.m . So, put on some comfortable clothes and join them .
New members are always welcome.
SPECIAL NOTE
The administrative offices of the
Department of lntramur.1/-Recreational Sports have been rekx:ated
to the East Campus. The new location of the Department's main office is Room 122 . The Department's phone number (527-2229)
has remained the same.

Squirettes Show Their Winning Style

Tournament MVP Kathleen Starling rips do.wn one of a game-high
12 rebounds against Stockton.

Senior Sue Lisanti shoots from
the foul line as Joanne Brennick
looks on.
photo by Garry Black

Junior Linda Smith drives the baseline against Stockton's LaRochelle
Daniels. Smith hit three key second-half buckets to hold off a Stockton .
rally.
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Men's Tennis========
Coach Tony Ochrimenko of
Maplewood has said that a blend
of veterans and ski lled newcomers
shou ld make the 1984 season an
interesting one for the Kean College men's tennis team . Ochrimenko, who also coaches the
men's soccer team at Kean , likes
nothing better than guiding young
players who show promi se.
" It could be a much improved
team over last year' s," said Ochrimenko, who was named as the
1983 New Jersey Athletic Conference' s Soccer Coach of the Year .
"We have some newcomers that
know the game well and if the boys
keep their heads together, we
should have a good year. I'm looking forward to it. "
Seniors Leeroy Foreman of

Mount Holly and Fred Munoz of dent from Union County College .
Hillside are two returnees that OcFreshmen Mike Colalillo and
hrimenko will be counting on to Gary Kirsch of Bound Brook are
form a top-notch partnership in two of the newcomers in particular
doubles competition, in addition that have impressed Ochrimenko,
to providing leadership to his club . in terms of talent.
Foreman will be competing in hi s
"They both can turn into good
fourth year on the team , while
players for us," said the coach.
Munoz will be entering his third
"Mike happens to have a wicked
season of play .
topspin on his ball, and I'm hoping
Sophomores Vincent LaSalle of
Nutley and James Reiner of that they will both continue to
develop in the next year or two ."
Springfield are two southpaws
who will have an opportunity to
The Squires, who once again
form a doubles partnership of their will be competing in New Jersey
own. Since the team has no other State Athletic Conference play,
left-handed players on its roster, will open their season at home on
Ochrimenko is hopeful that the March 21 against NJIT. The game
two will add more variety to his will bethefirsttheSquireswill play
team, and more difficulty for the on the newly-acqui red courts of
opposition. Reiner is a transfer stu- the East Campus in Hillside.

Lacrosse
Kean coach Hawley Waterman
says that his 1984 lacrosse team
will be relying heavily on the returning veterans who have made
key contributions in past seasons.
But, said the coach, good health
will also play a vital role for the
Blue Army Stickmen, too .

"We are going to use the talent
we have, and hopefully, with our
experienced returnees, we' ll do all
right, " said Waterman, who began
the Kean lacrosse program 14
years ago. "But we can't have any
iniuries to our experienced
players,orwe' llbeintrouble." Waterman points with pride to

his outstanding, nationally-ranked
goalie Bob Kozic and a strong defense corps as the team's bright
spots for the upcoming season.
Kozic, a senior, played in all of
Kean's 14 games last seaSOfl and
recorded all five of its victories.
Juniors George Kragh and Gene
Porneck and sophomores Frank
Dara and Robert Hudak are the
four backliners that Waterman
feels will be the glue for his squad.
"They've all got experience,"
said Waterman , "and, of course,
Robert will do a credible job. He
works hard and he wants to, not to
mention having another year of experience under his belt."

Senior Ron Wahler of Edison,
who led his club in scoring last season, will anchor a somewhat inexperienced attack unit, along with
sophomores Rusty Todd of Vineland, Mike McDonnell of Deal and
freshman Ted Glynn of tvk>rristown.
Keith
Antonides
of
Sayreville will team up with five
others in the Blue Army midfield
section .
Following a spring trip to Maryland on March 12-17, the
Stickmen will be opening their
1984 season at home against
Widener College of Pa . on
Wednesday, March 21 · at 3:30
p.m.

''Player of the Week"
enough. We all rely on one
another for strength."
Coach Pat Hannisch was
pleased with Maxwell's selection,
as well as her team ' s effort against
Trenton.
"We were happy to defend our
title," said Hannisch . " It was a
great team effort and we were
happy to defend our conference
championship."
Maxwell's award is yet another
feather in her cap, as the " Player of
the Week" honor comes on the
heels of her nomination for All American honors last week.

Two New Jersey FM radio stations will take part in a benefit basketball game in Irvington on Friday, March 9 at 7:30 p .m., to raise
money for Frank Woodson Jr., the
player who was critically injured
in an Irvington High School football game last fall.
The event will see WKNJ (90 .3)
of Kean College in Union and

WHTZ (100) of Seacaucus play
four 8-minute periods at Irvington
High School. Proceeds will go to
the Frank Woodson Jr. Fund . Tickets are priced at $3.00 . For more
information, contact Patri ck McNally or Mark Yablonsky at WKNJ
(289-8388), or C.K. Smith at
WHTZ(867-5000).

Men's Basketball Summary
Kean coach Joe Palermo says the outcome .
Junior Brian McEachern of
that although the 1983-84 season
was one of great disappointment to Paterson led the Squires in scoring
his basketball team , he is proud of with a PPG average of 18.1 despite
the fact that his players never lost missing the first nine games of the
heart. The Old Tappan resident season . The 6-3 center also paced
concedes that his team may have his club in rebounding, and relost games, but he still gained re- corded a 25-point performance in
the loss to Camden Rutgers . Tom
spect form hi s under-sized team .
"As I've said before, our lack of Byard of Lakewood was second to
size this year hurt us," said hi s teammate in scoring with an
Palermo, who has just completed 11 .8 PPG avg.
his ninth year of coaching at Kean .
Palermo went on to say that
" You get tired playing against bigger guys and it winds up taking its things should be better next seatoll. But we hung in and didn't son, and he is looking forward to
quit, and that was a testimony to- some off-season recruiting, as well
ward these young men that I think as the return of Mike Paterno of Sea
will aid them in life. There is a big- Girt, who had led the team in scoring and rebounding after only four
ger game in life than basketball."
The Squires who placed ninth in games, before being sidelined with
the New jersey State Athletic Con- a fractured ankle.
ference with a 2-16 mark, finished
"The loss of Paterno really hurt
with a 5-20 record overall. But the us," said Palermo, "and at 6-3 , he
final three tames of the season pro- was our biggest player, which
duced a trio of overtime matches meant a lot to the team . Next year,
that saw Kean pull out a 76-75 vic- we'H have to get more size in, but
tory over NJIT, after suffering two with a full-time recruiter like
heartbreaking losses to Western Kenny Moss (the Squire assistant
Connecticut and Camden-Rutgers. coach in both basketball and
The former contest required a ses- baseball), we should have our best
sion of double-overtime to settle recruiting year ever ."

All American Squirettes

Maxwell Named
On Wednesday, Feb. 29, senior
forward
Sallie
Maxwell
of
Holmdel was honored as " Player
of the Week" at a luncheon of the
New Jersey Basketball Writers held
at the Giants Stadium press club.
Maxwell , fresh off a 19-point effort against Trenton State in the
Squirette's 69-66 Jersey Athletic
Conference title game victory, reflected on the award .
" It's something that means a lot
to me, especially since I'm a
senior," she sa id .
Maxwell also gave credit to her
team ."
"I can' t thank my teammates

WKNJ to Play Benefit Basketball

Sallie Maxwell

Three members of the Kean College women's basketball team
have been nominated for AllAmerican honors. Sallie Maxwell
of Holmdel is joined by Shelly
Blassingame and Kathleen Starling, both of Linden.
Maxwell is the all-time leading
scorer in the women's basektball
program and leads the Squirettes in
both scoring and rebounding this
season while averaging just 22
minutes per game. While her list of
accomplishments is lengthy, the
-~ most impressive statistic is the 48-4
record the Squirettes have posted
si nce Sallie joined the Kean squad
two years ago.
Shelly Blassingame has enjoyed
a tremendous season, capped with

her Most Valuable Player awards
from both the Ithaca and Kean College Christmas tournaments . She
leads the Squirettes in steals and is
second in scoring, yet she averages
only 24½ minutes per game.
Kathleen Starling stands out as
one of only four players in Kean
history to score over 1,000 points .
Averaging just over 19 minutes
playing time per game, Starling is
second in rebounding and third in
team scorin g, behind Maxwell and
Blassingame. She was the latest recipient of the Joseph R. Lombardi
Award as Union County' s outstanding female athlete and was
named to the Kean College Christmas Tournament' s All-Tournament Team.

It's Hard to be Humble When You're as Great as We Are

Head coach Pat Hann1sch, Tri-Captains Kathleen Starling, Ginny Barry and Sallie Maxwell are joined by Kean President Nathan Weiss during the award ceremonies following Saturday's victory.
photo by Carry Black

Squirettes celebrate their second straight Atlantic Regional title.
photo by Carry Black
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Kean Women Cap_ture 2nd Straight Atlantic Regional Title

SQUil{ETTES PUT STOCKTON'S
GHOST TO REST, 62-54
and th at really hurt us. It w as a
great ga me, they're a great team .
W e gave it our best shot. "
"They put a lot of pressure on
our guards," sa id Muskies' captai n
Tara Thompson, "Our outside
ga me kept us in the game in the
first half, but o ur inside game never
pic ked up the slack ."
The Squirettes had fo ur pl ayers
in double fi gures . Ginny Barry had
11, Kathl een Starl ing added 13,
Bl assi ngame accounted for 18 and
Maxwell led the team wi th 27.
Both Starling and Maxwell grabbed 8 rebound s each .
"We knew we had to break their
· half-court press," said Maxw ell.
"We broke it open and started
pl aying more confidently ."
Saturday's consolation game reGinny Barry pressures Muskingum player on Friday night.
sulted
in the Muskies edging
photo by John Carno
home-state rival Ohio Northern,
By George F_alkowski
74-70 . Weaver again led all
players with 29 points and Ohio
The slate is clean .
to take a five point lead on the
Northern ' s Robin Patterson also
The Kean Co llege Squirettes re- strong shooting of Julie Bell , but
earned a spot on the All -Tournamoved the only blemish from this M cKinley set her sights again,
ment Team with a 25-point effort.
outstanding season by defeating finishin g with 30 points as
Finally, all th e pre-game talk, all
Jersey Athleti c Conference rival Stockton pulled away for the win .
of the hype and all of the question s
Stockton State on Saturday night,
As all eyes turned to the second
were put aside as Kean took to the
62-54 . Combined with their 79-69 contest, the Squirettes knew they
floor to face Stockton . In a game
win over Muskingum College of could not look ahead to a rematch
many felt was a proving ground for
Ohio on Friday, the Squirettes with Stockton without first dealing
the Squirettes, the Kean team
have now captured their second with Mu skingum , who entered the
started as though they meant busiconsecutive Atlantic Regional game with a 22 -5 record, led by
ness, grabbing an early six point
championship.
junior sen sation Tracy Weaver .
lead as Ginny Barry, Kathleen
The Kean squad will now face With first basket, Weaver broke
Starling and Sallie Maxwell kept
Salem State of Massachusetts on the 500-po int plateau for this seaup the pace against Stockton.
Friday night in a quarterfinal son.
Shelly Blassingame did an outmatch. The winner will earn the
The Squirettes jumped to a 9-1 standing job defendi~g against
right to travel to Scranton, Pa ., fo r . advantage, but W eaver and the Stockton's M cKinl ey, wh o could
the Fi na l Fou r, a tou rnament that Muskies came roa ring back to ta ke come nowhere close to her effort
wi ll decide the national champion a 29-21 lead. Sal lie Maxwell con- of th~ previous evening, fin ishing
among Division Ill schools . Kean ' s nected on several key shots to with only four points on a 2-for-11
game against Salem State will be close the gap to 33-29 at the ha lf.
showi ng.
held in the D' Angola Gym on Fri Shelly Blassingame and MaxThe Squi rettes took an 8-point
day at 8:00 p.m.
well got Kean off to another second lead to the locker roo m, but ca me
'qt feels great!" said a beaming half burst, outscoring the Muskies out stone cold . Bl assingame' s bascoach Pat Hannisch. "The second 20-10. W ith the margi n beginning ket to start the half was the only
ti me around is even better. I think to open, Bl asi ngame prov ided the Kean score for nea rl y six minutes
it was harder. When you ' re ranked back-breaker and sent a charge as Stockton fou ght back to ti e the
number one (the Squirettes are still through the crows when she fed score at 33-33. It w as at thi s point
ti ed with Elizabethtown, Pa .), Alicia Griffin on a neat behind-the- that the Squirettes' deep bench
people have hi gh expectations, back pass that gave Kean a 12- stepped in and took control.
they expect you to win. "
point lead . Though she had probFreshman forward Alicia Griffin
And win they did . Sellout lems with the same play in prac- gave Kean the lead on a long outcrowd s both nights roared as the tice, Blassingame did not hesitate side shot and once Stockton tied
Squirettes, led by tournament MVP to use it when it counted.
the game again, she hit two foul
Kathleen Starling and All -:rourna" During the games it usually shots to help the Squirettes regain
ment Team member Sallie Max- works," she said . " I was just hop- a two-point lead .
well , fought .off a tough Muskin- ing it would work . I knew if it
"As I shot in the second half I
gum team Friday and Stockton on didn' t work she (Coach Hannisch) was confident," sa id Griffin, who
Saturday. Stockton was the only probably would have sat me on the scored 8 points in the game, all in
team to defeat Kean , a 76-59 stun- bench " said Blassingame with a the second half. "I wasn ' t thinking
ner exactly one month before smile '
about it, I just shot it. "
Saturday' s rematch .
Mu.skingum' s Weaver, who
Junior guard Linda Smith reOn Friday night, the early game finished the weekend with 57 · sponded to another Stockton bassaw Stockton defeat a hard-nosed points and All-Tournament hon- ket with a long-range shot of her
Ohio Northern team, 77-79 . ors, felt the key to the game came own, giving Kean a 39-37 lead.
Two more long jump shots helped
Stockton' s Sue McKinley literally in the second half.
bombed the Ohio team into an
"We had a lapse where we gave maintain a 6-point bulge that
early hole as she connected on six up four baskets in a row (going would eventually spell the end for
'
long shots . Ohio Northern rallied from a 2-point lead to a deficit of 6) Stockton.

"The coach to ld me wh en I w ent
in that w e needed the offense, "
sa id Smith . " I fe lt confident, so I
j ust bombed it aw ay ."
Bombs aw ay, indeed!
Commenting on th e efforts of
both Gri ffi ng and Smith, Coach
Hanni sch sa id, " I think it' s great,
especially because th ey' ll be back
next yea r. They' ll be, obviously,
key perform ers and th ey' re getting
great experi ence in pressure situations, wh ich has got to help us next
year."
Looking back on her MVP performa nce, Kath leen Starli ng wa s
all smi les . "The whole team made
me cook, even the fa ns. I love it, "
sa id Starling, who was play ing
possessed basketball through both
games, including snaring 12 rebounds against Stockton . "My
whole team did great. I worked my
tail off forth is. We all did ."
As far as settling the score with
Stockton , Starling commented,

"W e let them get over on us easy
last tim e. I was talking to the JV
coac h M arya nn (D eady) and I sa id
it wasn' t going to be like last ti me.
W e had to go out and prove it, we
can't just ta lk. That's w hat we did ."
Vice President of Student Services Pat Ippo lito, br.:indishing his
" Raise Kea n" t-shirt and spea king
wi th a hoa rse throat said , "I
couldn 't have been pro uder of our
women . They played beautifully
both nights and they' ve made the
w ho le college sta nd up and cheer
for them and take pride in the game
and the college ."
Kean College President Nathan
Weiss echoed the sentiments of the
co llege community, statin g, "I
hope to see us go on to the National Championship."
A week of hard practices will
now lead to the quarterfinal round
game against Salem State on Friday
and, hopefully, reservations in
Scranton the following weekend .

-
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· Shelley Blassingame flies through Muskies defense for two during
Friday night's 79-69 win.
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THE
NUMBER ONE

KEAN COLLEGE
. SQUIRETTES
Advance to the quarterfinal round
of the Division Ill NCAA Playoffs
vs.
SALEM STATE (Mass.)
on Friday, March 9th at 8:00 pm
BE THERE! and "RAISE KEAN!"
I

The All-Atlantic Regional Tournament Team: I tor: MVP Kathleen Starling, Sallie Maxwell, Valerie Brown
of Stockton, Tracy Weaver of Muskingum, and Robin Patterson of Ohio Northern.

